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ABSTRACT 

In Indonesia, people have long been produced Eichhornia Crassipes Plant (ECP) stalks as raw materials for handicraft 

products. Other research has demonstrated that the tensile testing of individual fibers provides relevant data to assess 

their integrity in drilling mud. Whilst data on the mechanical properties of other natural fibers used as lost circulation 

material in drilling mud have been collected, the behavior of ECP is unknown. This study proposes an alternative 

solution to combat the vast growth of this invasive species through utilizing it as lost circulation material for oil and gas 

drilling operations. The plant fragments studied originated from plant stalks and were extracted as individual fibers. The 

study describes tensile tests to characterize stiffness and strength. Mechanical tests were conducted on ECP fibers to 

determine their stiffness under dried and water-wet conditions. Initial tensile tests on nylon fiber determined potential 

experimental artifacts with the experimental approach. The dried fibers had a water content of 8.163 wt. % (SE 0.636), 

whereas the wet fibers were 93.43 wt.% (SE 0.294). Water wet fibers had a lower modulus of elasticity than dried fibers 

and therefore, dried fibers have less tensile strength than wet fibers (Mean = 45.16 M Pa- SE = 5.023- N = 41). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Drilling mud refers to fluids that have been used in 

the rotary drilling process to perform good drilling 

practices [1]–[3]. In drilling operations for oil and gas, an 

overbalance condition occurs if the hydrostatic pressure 

is greater than the formation pressure of the pore fluids 

[1], [2]. This differential pressure pushes drilling mud 

filtrates into permeable layers through pores. Solid 

particles left behind at the face of the borehole form web 

like structures where fines and other smaller solid 

particles deposit in the interstices of remaining spaces, 

settling out to create a deposit of a mud cake that retains 

further invasion of the drilling mud filtrates into the 

formation, while maintaining the borehole stability [1], 

[4]. 

The presence of larger fractures along the borehole, 

which can form either naturally or be induced by drilling, 

presents a significant challenge as drilling mud can 

escape under pressure. Traditionally used solid particles 

(e.g. bentonites) in drilling mud are unable to settle out to 

form mud cakes in front of fracture zones due to the much 

larger size of the opening relative to the solid particles. 

This process, referred to as lost circulation, can hinder the 

effectiveness of drilling mud. Drilling mud invasion 

through fracture zones is costly and decreases the 

effectiveness of drilling, so preventative measures are 

necessary [5]. Lost circulation materials that have 

properties to shut off the loss zones created by larger 

fractures are commonly used [5], [6].  

Whilst many of these materials will be man-made and 

costly, there is growing use and commercialization of 

natural inclusion [3], [7]–[11]. Many natural inclusions 

are plant-based fibers. Sugar cane fibers (bagasse), 

coconut coir, rice straw and husk, sawdust, and wood 

bark and fibres are commonly used to mitigate the 

problem. When mixed with drilling mud the fibres 

decrease lost circulation by creating a mesh of fibres 

across larger fractures. Ideally, they have the ability to 

form bridge-like networks in front of the fracture zones. 

This provides a base structure for other solid particles to 

settle out in between the fibres of the mat to build tight 
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mud cakes that filter drilling mud flow to the fractured 

formation and thereafter completely shut off the lost 

zones [12].  

Plant fibres are abundant and easy to produce from a 

range of agricultural by-products.  However, an even 

more sustainable and cost-effective approach of 

harvesting plant fibres could target invasive species, 

thereby providing cost-recovery from conservation 

measures that remove these damaging plants from the 

environment.   

In Indonesia, a prolific invasive plant is ECP. The 

species is categorized as one of the 10 major weeds 

occurring in Indonesia [13], following its introduction 

into the country as an ornamental plant in the Bogor 

Botanic Garden in 1894 [14], [15]. Local communities 

have utilized ECP at limited level for handicraft products 

to generate income [13]. Recently, researchers have 

studied this invasive weed for more technical benefits 

such as health and medicines, renewable energy, 

agricultures and fisheries, and engineering applications. 

Some benefits are already previously harvested from this 

invasive species, but the potential use as a drilling mud 

additive to decrease lost circulation has not been 

investigated in detail.   

In this study, the tensile properties of ECP fibers are 

reported, building on the knowledge of the behavior of 

other natural materials that are currently used as lost 

circulation materials.  Tests are conducted in a dry and 

wet condition, with careful measurement of diameter to 

observe whether changes with size follow the same 

trends that were found for other fibers.  These data are 

essential for assessing the integrity of fibers used during 

the drilling process. 

2. METHOD 

The Individual fibres were tensile tested using a 

Zwick all round 5 kN loading frame fitted with a 5 N load 

cell accurate to 0.05 mN at maximum load (Zwick Roell 

AG, Ulm, Germany).  Data on applied force and 

crosshead displacement were logged to a computer and 

analysed using Zwick TestExpert®II software. The test 

sequence loaded the fibre at 50 mm/min until 0.04 N was 

reached to rapidly take up a slack, and then slowed to 2 

mm/min after pre-load. Samples that did not fail at the 

centre point between the grips were rejected from 

analysis. For wet fibres, 41 out of an initial 60 specimens 

were used successfully to determine the modulus of 

elasticity and tensile strength. Dried fibres were more 

difficult to test, with only 15 successful experiments out 

of an initial 60 specimens. 

From data on applied force, displacement and fibre 

diameter, tensile strength and young’s modulus were 

determined.  Young’s modulus was determined from the 

slope of the initial linear region of the stress vs strain 

curve, as follows:  

Applied force, F was translated to stress, σ by 

dividing by fibre cross-sectional area, A: 

𝜎 =
𝐹

𝐴
                   (1) 

From this the tensile strength was taken as the 

maximum stress before breakage.  Strain, 𝜀 was 

calculated by: 

𝜀 =
∆𝐿

𝐿0
                   (2) 

where 

∆𝐿 = 𝐿1 − 𝐿0                          (3) 

When strains are small, the strain is very nearly 

proportional to the stress. That is, they are linear elastic. 

For simple tension: 

𝜎 = 𝐸𝜖                      (4) 

Tensile strength of the fibre was calculated as 

follows: 

𝑇 =
𝐹

𝐴
                    (5) 

where: 

E = Young’s modulus GPa 

T = tensile strength, Pa  

F = force to failure, N 

A  = cross sectional area at failure plane, m2  

∆𝐿  = The change in fibre length, m 

𝐿0 = Initial length, m  

The test method has limitations as it determines 

young’s modulus at ambient temperature and assumes the 

fibre has a homogeneous shape and isotropic properties. 

The tests are also conducted under a constant cross head 

displacement rates 2 mm/min at quasi-static loading 

conditions that may not reflect dynamic stresses 

experienced in drilling muds under high flow rates and 

pressures. 

As an approximation, each fibre was assumed to have 

a cylindrical shape and homogeneous diameter along its 

length. The diameter was measured at the point of 

breakage using an inverted graticule microscope with 40x 

magnification.  

The water content of the wet and dried fibres was 

determined by oven drying at 105 oC for 24 hours. 

Samples were first cooled in a desiccator before weighing 

to 0.001g accuracy. There were 3 replicates from wet and 

dried fibres measured. The dried fibres had a water 

content of 8.16 wt. % (SE 0.636), whereas the wet fibres 

were 93.43 wt.% (SE 0.294).  

Nylon as a synthetic and homogenous fibre was used 

to evaluate the repeatability of measurement with the 

tensile testing apparatus and mounting grips. The nylon 
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had a diameter 0.41 mm measured by a digital Vernier 

caliper. The setup was identical to the plant fibres tensile 

testing experiments, except that a higher capacity 5 kN 

load cell and stronger pneumatic grips were required due 

to the strength of the nylon. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Each stress-strain curve consisted of an initially linear 

slope followed by a curvature indicating a 

disproportionate increase in strain with stress until the 

fibre breaks. Modulus of elasticity was determined from 

the initial linear slope determined on each graph. Figure 

1 shows the stress-strain curve of wet fibres shows higher 

values than the dried fibres. Dried fibres on Figure 2 had 

strain values up to 0.5%, whereas for wet fibres the 

maximum strain was up to 6%.  

A Fischer test and a fitted-line model were performed 

to check the relationship between the diameter of fibres 

and their moduli of elasticity. In this study, we used 

Minitab™ to do the statistical analysis. We put modulus 

of elasticity values as a response and fibre diameter as the 

factor. The ANOVA test gives F and P value to both 

groups that we can analyse further to accept or reject the 

null hypothesis. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that the 

modulus of elasticity of dried and wet fibres decreased as 

diameter increased.  

Goodness of fit tests showed the histogram of both 

groups fit with a 3 parameter Weibull distribution. The 

wet fibres group had a lower rate of failure (P > 0.005, 

AD = 0.3, shape or m = 1.054) than dried fibres (P = 

0.315, AD = 0.438, shape or m = 1.365), suggesting that 

the dried fibres arranged as a mat of many fibres would 

be more likely fail progressively under pressure.  

A similar pattern occurred for strength, with dried 

fibres having a maximum stress up to 25 MPa less than 

the 140 MPa failure stress measured for wet fibres. 

Figure 5 shows from a fitted line model the tensile 

strength of dried (S = 4.946; R2 = 45.9%) and wet fibres 

(S = 19.878; R2 = 62.8%) in relation to fibre diameter. It 

shows that wet fibres have higher tensile strength than 

dried fibres.  

However, the nylon showed a different pattern, as 

seen in the Figure 3. As a synthetic fibre, it has a normal 

distribution. Thirty-two specimens were tested, and the 

mean of the modulus of elasticity was 2.12 GPa. This 

value is similar to other study [16], verifying that the 

apparatus and the mounting grip method produces 

reliable results. The stiffness and strength measurements 

found in this study were similar to tensile properties of 

other natural fibres [17], [18]. These authors also found a 

characteristic increase in strength with decreasing fibre 

diameter, indicating that the size distribution of fibres 

used as a lost circulation material will have a significant 

impact on their effectiveness. 

 According to results, it is noticeable that modulus of 

elasticity of ECP fibres decreased with increasing fibre 

diameter. Dried fibres were significantly stiffer and 

stronger than water saturated fibres. In this study, the 

results may be due to the measurement uncertainty of 

fibre dimension and flaws of the fibre, either during plant 

growth, harvesting, or at peeling process. The raw of 

stalks that had been delivered on the strands rolls are also 

potentially give variability of the tensile modulus and 

tensile strength on our results. 

 

Figure 1 Stress versus strain curves of ECP fibre in water-wet condition. The curves represent 41 different specimens. 
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Figure 2 Stress versus strain curves of ECP fibre on dried condition. The curves represent 15 different specimens.  

 

Figure 3 Stress versus strain curves of synthetic nylon 140. The curves represent 32 different specimens. The nylon 

diameter is 140 µm. E for Nylon is 2 - 3.6 GPa [16].  

 

Figure 4 Fit line plot modulus of elasticity versus fibre diameter of ECP fibre. The dried fibres slope (S = 0.288; R2 = 

0.75) is steeper than wet fibres (S = 0.0996; R2 = 0.47).  
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Figure 5 Fit line plot of tensile strength versus fibre diameter of ECP fibre. The wet fibres slope (S = 4.946; R2 = 

0.45) is steeper than dried fibres (S = 19.878; R2 = 0.62). 

4. CONCLUSION 

Stress strain curves produced by tensile tests found 

ECP fibres to have similar mechanical behaviour to 

artificial polymers like nylon. On this particular study, 

both dried and wet fibres tested showed considerable 

variability in mechanical behaviour similar to other 

biological materials. There were many rejected samples 

during testing due to breakage close to the grips or 

obvious flaws on the fibre surface. In a commercial 

application, these fibres might exacerbate variability. 

Natural materials are inherently heterogeneous [19] and 

flaws may have been introduced from fibre extraction or 

through biological decay of the raw ECP stalks.   

Material preparation will also affect effectiveness in 

forming a robust mat and mud cake.  Left dry, the low 

failure strain and tensile strength of fibres will greatly 

decrease effectiveness.  However, for a water-based 

drilling mud, this is very easy to remedy by allowing for 

sufficient time for the fibres to wet up. The stiffness of 

the fibre gives flexible bending across opening fractures 

on loss circulation zones. The relatively smaller elastic 

modulus would allow for easy handling and injection of 

drilling muds amended with the fibres.  

ECP has the potential to seal opening fissures of lost 

circulation zones due to lower modulus of elasticity, 

mechanical strength and its stiffness similar with bagasse 

and wood [20]–[22]. 
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